Traffic signal is ahead

Traffic signal at a fire station to help fire engines or ambulances leave the station

Traffic circle or roundabout ahead

Two way traffic
Railroad crossing ahead

Expect construction on the side of the road (shoulder) ahead (typically means to slow down and stay alert)

Expect workers on the road ahead (typically means to slow down and stay alert)

Detour (follow the detour signs for a different route due to construction or a crash)
Tells the driver to slow down and stay alert ahead. (Construction zones often have narrowed lanes or changing traffic roadway patterns.)

Sign A: Tells the driver (motorist or bicyclist) to stop at the sign
Sign B: Tells the driver a stop sign is coming up

Sign A: Tells the driver (motorist or bicyclist) to yield (let other traffic go first) at the sign
Sign B: Tells the driver a yield sign is coming up

Traffic (motorists and bicyclists) are not allowed to enter the roadway in this direction
Traffic (motorists and bicyclists) are not allowed to enter the roadway in this direction.

Traffic (motorists and bicyclists) must make a right turn.

Center lane is being used for left turns in both directions (use caution).

Traffic flows only in the direction of the arrow.
Pedestrians are not allowed

Bicyclists are not allowed

Bicyclists and pedestrians follow the detour signs for a different route

Sidewalk closed ahead (advises pedestrian to cross to the other side of the street)
Sign A: Good (safe) route for bicyclists
Sign B: Numbered for bicyclists to be able to follow a designated mapped route

Motorists are not allowed to park in the bike lane

A bicycle parking area is available

Vehicles entering right turn lane must yield to bicyclists
Bicyclists must yield to pedestrians

Bicyclists stay to the left, pedestrians stay to the right on a shared-use path

Bike lane is marked on the roadway ahead

Marked bike lane is ending ahead
Pedestrian push-button and pedestrian signal meanings

---

Warning for bicyclists that roadway is slippery when wet; ride with care, maintain your balance

---

Warning for bicyclists to prepare for a steep downhill ahead
Sign A: Expect pedestrians to be present in the area

Sign B: A location to expect pedestrians to be crossing

Motorists and bicyclists should be prepared to slow down or stop

Warning to motorists to expect bicyclists riding on the roadway (bicyclists are allowed to ride on the road)

Warning to road users to expect bicycles crossing at this location

Sign A: School area is ahead. Motorists and bicyclists should stay alert and slow down.

Sign B: Shows where children might be crossing the street. Stay alert and slow down.